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Although many geniuses are super powerful!

But the other party specifically targeted, these geniuses only have to be slaughtered!

Except for Fu Jia who was “locked up” by Levi Garrison, and Levilia who was taken away by Tiance
Mansion.

All other Erudia’s geniuses have received special care.

Together with the legendary top three places, they all encountered assassinations.

However, the top three in the rankings are obviously not at the same level as other geniuses.

These three abruptly killed them.

Despite being seriously injured, they killed all the assassins and escaped.

But also suffered heavy losses and paid a great price.

…

“What’s the matter? You are not doing things well! You let the top three of the most important sky list
escape?”

“You all know that the top three of the top three are extremely scary, why not send more people?
What if it is exposed? ? “

……

East Island forces of the top three leaders on the ground to escape this thing very angry.

“It’s because the subordinates are not doing things well!”

“But the top three in the list are scattered and disappeared! They can’t return to their respective
forces now! We still have a chance!” The

leader commanded: “Immediately send someone to destroy them. Now! Find them before others!”

“In addition, there was news immediately! It was said that all this was done by the forces of the evil
gods! Levi Garrison was defeated and taken away! The seven evil gods were angered! They will retaliate
wildly! Abolish the strongest geniuses of Erudia!”

“Understand!”

everyone shouted.

“Now our purpose has been accomplished! Erudia’s future has been broken! Erudia’s foundation will
also be cut! And now the righteous way and the evil spirit are still in dispute, the Erudia martial arts
world is already badly injured!”

“This is the opportunity for my Dongdao martial arts world to rise! We will surely be above the top of
the world!”

Everyone in the Dongdao force showed ecstasy on their faces.

…

Hundreds of geniuses were abandoned overnight, and when everyone knew this news, everyone
would go crazy.

Erudia boiled the fryer for a while.

This thing is terrible!

&

This is ruining the future of the Erudia martial arts world!

The ancient forces are extremely angry.

Seeing the heirs lying on the ground and becoming a waste, everyone is heartbroken.

“Who? Who did it? I don’t share the

sky with them!”

… Messiah, Tiance

Mansion received this news one after another, and was shocked.

In particular, the responsibility of Tiance Mansion is to protect the Erudia martial arts world and
ensure its prosperity.

Mainly to cultivate and guard the younger generation.

But such a sensational event happened all over the world overnight!

“All geniuses have been abolished? If this is going to break the foundation of my Erudia martial arts
world! This, this…who did this? Hurry up and investigate!”

At this moment, the news came out: it is the seven evil gods. made!

The descendants of the Heretic God were arrested, angering the Seven Evil Gods.

They abolished the geniuses of the Erudia martial arts world overnight, in order to retaliate!

As soon as the news came out, no one doubted it at all.

After all, in Erudia, there are not many forces that can do this overnight.

There are only the Tiance Mansion, the Baolong clan, and the power of the evil gods.

No one wants to go overseas at all.

But where do they know.

During this period of time, when the martial arts world in Erudia was in chaos, the gate of the country
was wide open.

The influx of international forces.

The East Island forces even arranged a lot of masters in Erudia, so there will be such a lightning
operation.

This was premeditated.

Everything was arranged early!

“The power of the evil gods must be eliminated! The seven evil gods must die! How dare they ruin the
future of the Erudia martial arts world!”

…

Everyone was extremely angry.

“Huh? What? The seven evil gods did it? How is this possible?”

Wen Lei was surprised when she learned the news.

After receiving the order from Levi Garrison, the seven evil gods stayed by their side last night.
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How could they retaliate?

What’s more, Wen Lei asked, Levi Garrison’s order to them was to stop.

They will not retaliate.

Wen Lei immediately realized that someone was framing Levi Garrison.

it is as expected!

In the Shenlong base, she had said that Levi Garrison would never do anything to endanger Erudia.

Hearing the news, Ichiro Ono, who was locked up, smiled and shouted: “Long live Dadongdao! We
won!”

“I killed you!” The

blood evil god said furiously.
“Forget it, forget it!” The

others stopped him.

Wen Lei discussed with the seven evil gods: “Now we should tell everyone that you have been
wronged!”

“Although we have been collecting evidence, the evidence is insufficient, and now the little master
has been arrested! It is difficult for us to get rid of the charges. “

Yes, that’s right, we will be surrounded and suppressed like never before!”

…

Everyone didn’t notice that there was a ghostly shadow that appeared and secretly saved Ono Ichiro.

The Oni Samurai spoken by the East Island forces appeared.

Originally, he was going to kill Ono Ichiro, but now he can save it.

“Huh?”

“Where’s Ono Ichiro? Why is it gone?”

Someone quickly discovered that Ono Ichiro had disappeared.

The point is that no one is aware of it.

Also, Wen Lei is still not proficient in using her super powers.

Otherwise, Wen Lei could feel the energy fluctuations.

After all, her current perception ability is already at the top level.

“No accident, he was rescued, our place was also exposed, we must change the place as soon as
possible!”

said the sword evil god.

“Okay, withdraw immediately!”

Everyone quickly left.

Sure enough, as soon as they left, a master came from this place.

Levi Garrison, who was locked up in the prison, was very worried about the situation outside.

He often asked, but no one paid any attention to him at all.

“boom!”

At this moment, the door was kicked open.

Tianlong and his party rushed towards Levi Garrison.

“Levi Garrison, what your subordinates did!!”

Xuan Lang roared.

“What’s wrong?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“You were locked up by us, and the seven evil gods wanted revenge! All the 576 geniuses of Erudia
were abolished overnight, and they could not cultivate martial arts forever! There is also the top three
Tianjiao who are currently seriously injured and their whereabouts are unknown. ! ” “

almost overnight they will be the big summer martial arts community gave future ruined! ” “

damn! damn you all these dishonest! “

……

everyone frantic, wanted to kill leaf monarchs.

“Hey!”

Levi Garrison’s heart sank after hearing this.

It turns out that this is the second plan of the East Island forces.

Is to ruin the future of the Erudia martial arts world!

insidious!

Sure enough!

While everyone’s attention is on themselves, the East Island forces can implement their plan…

“I told you about this a long time ago. This is a conspiracy by the East Island forces… This is their
second one. Plan…”

Levi Garrison slowly raised his head, staring at several people with blood red eyes.

“I thought Tiance Mansion was led by some wise people, but now it seems to be a bunch of idiots! A
bunch of big idiots!”

Levi Garrison roared.

“Levi Garrison, you are presumptuous! How could you insult Tiance Mansion?”

…

Levi Garrison’s words angered everyone.

“Lao Tzu was wronged! Someone instigated the discord. How many times does it take Lao Tzu to tell
you before you believe it? A group of idiots and idiots!”

…

Levi Garrison simply cursed.

“So good, Levi Garrison, let us tell you! What is locking you is the dragon chain of Tiance Mansion!
Once locked, you will never break free! You must be locked here for the rest of your life!”

“As for your family, don’t even want to see it!! Impossible!”

Several people left whirring.

A murderous intent crossed the corner of Levi Garrison’s mouth: “Have you finally said your true
thoughts?”
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In fact, Levi Garrison had guessed it early on.

They just want to trap themselves, and then put out everything about him from their mouths.

But he was betting that he could see his mother and children.

Wrong bet now!

Something happened!

He must resist.
Can’t listen to them anymore.

Chain dragon chain, right?

Then I will open it and take a look!

Levi Garrison tried his best to break the chain of the dragon.

“Clang clang…” But the

result was unexpected, the Suolong Chain only made the sound of metal clashing, and the nine iron
chains vibrated greatly.

But there was no trace of cracks at all.

On the contrary, the chains that penetrated Levi Garrison’s bones and flesh became tighter.

Levi Garrison’s bones were squeezed, and his flesh and blood were squeezed, dripping with blood,
and quickly stained his whole body.

“This…”

Levi Garrison’s expression changed.

This is really invincible!

“Levi Garrison, don’t waste your effort! No one has ever been able to open the Dragon Chain of Tiance
Mansion! Once locked, it will never be opened until you die!”

“What’s more, the more you struggle with the Dragon Chain, it will The tighter it is! It can even crush
your bones!”

Tianlong and the others laughed when they saw Levi Garrison breaking free from the chain of the
dragon.

Levi Garrison is wishful thinking, right?

How can it be!

“Levi Garrison is struggling slowly! I like to see you struggling!”

Xuan Lang laughed.

…

After Levi Garrison struggled a few times, the chain of the dragon became tighter and tighter.

The blood of Levi Garrison’s wound kept flowing, and a large pool was soaked under his feet.

But Levi Garrison didn’t hum.

“No! I have to calm down!”

Levi Garrison stopped moving.

He was thinking about how to open it.

He must not be trapped here!

There are too many people or things he cares about… It’s

not enough to be stuck here!

Seeing Levi Garrison no longer struggling, Tianlong and them all smiled.

“Struggle? Does it work? No one can escape from the chain of dragons yet?”

&

With that, a few people left.

They no longer looked at Levi Garrison.

Let me put it this way.

With the dragon and chain, they don’t need to send someone to guard it.

Levi Garrison couldn’t escape by himself.

Even if someone came to rescue, they couldn’t break the dragon chain.

This is a dead end!

On the other side, the top three Tianjiao were hunted down and eventually they were trapped in a
deep mountain.

Under persecution and helplessness, he was driven into the cliff and deep valley, and he couldn’t find
it at all. I don’t know if it was alive or dead…The

East Island forces master searched for a circle, but they didn’t find anyone before they left.

They can’t find it, so others don’t want to find it either.

The chance of survival of the top three Tianjiao is almost zero.

Even if he survived by chance, he would have been seriously injured long ago and would still die if he
didn’t get timely medical treatment.

The result of nine deaths is enough for them.

They all destroyed Erudia’s Tianjiao.

Tiance Mansion and the major forces searched for a circle, but still did not find the top three traces.

This shocked and sorrow the Erudia martial arts world.

This is hope!

It took great effort to cultivate!

That’s it!

Genius can be cultivated again!

Sufficient resources!

But there are no seedlings!

The best seedlings have been destroyed.

There are no more seedlings better than this, at least ten or twenty years have to be waited.

Can’t wait!

“Blame Levi Garrison! Blame the seven evil gods! If it weren’t for their revenge, would the situation be
like this?”

“I suggest that Tiance Mansion punish Levi Garrison and have a death sentence! Let the outsiders who
write evil spirits see Look!”

“The other seven evil gods and others are all dying!”

… the

vitality is greatly injured!

The vitality of the entire Erudia martial arts world is greatly injured!

Especially the younger generation!

After moving to a safe place, Wen Lei found that there was something wrong with Zoey’s face.

“Zoey, what’s the matter?”

“I just heard the enemy’s name!”

Zoey’s eyes were full of murderous intent.

“Who is your enemy?”
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“Levi Garrison!!!”

Zoey gritted his teeth, and the aura on his body gradually became terrifying.

This stunned everyone.

Isn’t Levi Garrison her husband?

How did she become her enemy?

This makes the seven evil gods very puzzled.

“No, Miss Li, your husband is not…”

They were just about to speak, but Wen Lei stopped them.

“Do you remember Levi Garrison?”

Wen Lei asked tentatively.

“I remember he was my enemy! I must kill him when I see him!”

Zoey’s eyes were breathing fire.

“I heard that he has been arrested, and he will be executed another day! What a delightful heart!”

Zoey was very happy when he heard the news.

Wen Lei’s observations during this period and the remarks made by Zoey just now.

She has figured out what’s going on.

It must be Xu Zhengjie’s consciousness that hit Zoey’s mind and was merged.

Because of Xu Zhengjie’s consciousness, Zoey suffered from memory loss.

He also regards Levi Garrison as the ultimate enemy, this is Xu Zhengjie’s consciousness at work.

His enemy decided that it was Levi Garrison.

This situation is very difficult!

Rao Wen Lei couldn’t think of how to do it for a moment.

Especially Zoey is still a superpower now, which is even more difficult.

…In

Tiance Mansion.

The high-level thunder is furious!

The master of the dark pavilion knelt on the ground.

The Cefu and Baolong clan will be dispatched tomorrow.

Why can this happen.

Who is not angry?

“Now Erudia Xia arrogance has been abolished! Lin Tianlong, Fu Jia and the others are also in the
hands of the evil gods! It is no different from the abolition! Now it seems that only Levilia is left?”

“Passing my order, from now on From now on! Levilia , this child and Zhou Nanyan, no one can make
any ideas! Tiance Mansion will gather resources to cultivate them! This is the only hope left in the Erudia
martial arts world!”

“Without our order, no one can touch this child!”

“There are still geniuses who have been abolished and try to remedy them. If they can be rescued,
one can count one!”

…

The high level of Tiance Mansion made such a decision.

Let the dark pavilion’s plan shattered.

Originally, they wanted to use Levilia and others to threaten Levi Garrison and tell the secret of
Huoyun Cthulhu.

If Levi Garrison knew, he would surely solve his worries.

At this moment, Levi Garrison had been thinking about it for a long time.

There are two reasons why the lock dragon chain cannot be opened.

First: the device of the lock dragon chain. The nine chains are all complementary to each other, and
there are exquisite organs designed inside. If you move one chain, the other chains will be punished
accordingly, making it tighter and harder to open.

Second: The material of the chain dragon chain is made of rare meteorite iron from the outside world,
coupled with the methods of masters of spells and experts, make the chain dragon chain indestructible!
It can’t be opened at all! Whether it is a powerful person, or various artifacts, or modern weapons, they
cannot be opened.

That’s why they have such confidence that no one is watching Levi Garrison.

Because they knew that they couldn’t escape at all.

Levi Garrison took a deep breath.

“Master’s plan for the present! I can’t help it! I can only use the taboo technique!”

Levi Garrison muttered to himself.

In fact, the taboo technique was not directly passed on to him by the cheap master.

It was left in that ancient book.

It cannot be used despite warnings.

But at this moment, Levi Garrison couldn’t help it.

Can only be used!

His strength can’t shake the chain of the dragon.

The taboo technique should work!

He must try it!

“I don’t believe that the dragon chain can’t be opened!” At the

critical moment.

Outside, an explosive news came out.

Commoner Killing God, who is second in the top ranking, has come forward.

He made a statement-claiming that Levi Garrison was not defeated by him, and he had never
encountered Levi Garrison.

When the news came out, Quan Erudia was shocked.

It was not Levi Garrison who was defeated by Commoner Killing God.

Who defeated him?
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This is everyone’s question.

Who defeated Levi Garrison?

Everyone was dumbfounded.

Who made the hand?

The Tiance Mansion and the Baolong clan are not!

Kyushu Xuanzun is still in retreat!

The number one Nandi Yan Nantian disappeared for many years.

In this way, no one seemed to be able to defeat Levi Garrison.

So who did all this?
Not just everyone in Erudia was dumbfounded.

Together with the East Island forces, they were also dumbfounded.

Isn’t it the commoner to kill the gods?

So who did it?

Is this person from Erudia or overseas?

Is there any benefit to yourself?

Just now they were still immersed in the joy of smashing the Erudia martial arts world.

The news came, making them stunned.

At this time, Richard of the Eagle Nation contacted them unexpectedly.

“Man, you did a great job! You are much better than us!”

The leader of the East Island forces smiled: “I still can’t compare with you, Mr. Richard! We are just
using conspiracy and trickery to put cold arrows! You are the one who is bold and decisive. Action!”

“Haha, but we failed, you succeeded! I think we can cooperate more? Because of your actions, we
benefited a lot this time and completed our mission in Erudia!”

“Cooperation? Yes! Can’t

ask for it !” Richard smiled: “Okay, happy cooperation! I’ll send you a message too! The one who
defeated Levi Garrison is actually his wife! She…”

Richard told Dong all this. Island power.

“We understand, it turns out that’s the case!”

“I think we can make a fuss on Levi Garrison’s wife! Since she can defeat Levi Garrison! With a little
use, she can also do a great deal of damage to Erudia! “

Okay, look forward to the next cooperation! Let’s do a big job!”

… The

two organizations that are good at conspiracy actually cooperated.

This is a disaster for that country and power!

Erudia martial arts world was hit hard.

Next, they must have big moves.

The entire Erudia was in doubt.

I still want to know who defeated Levi Garrison!

Levi Garrison in the prison finally used the taboo technique.

I have to say that Levi Garrison is extremely talented.

& Although there is a warning in the ancient books left by the master of cheapness.

But one more point was also written.

This taboo technique is very difficult to practice!

Even if the talent is extremely high.

However, Levi Garrison was trained.

“The technique of taboo!!!”

Levi Garrison said in a low voice.

Use one of the taboo techniques.

“Hisshhhhh…”

A terrible infuriated anger erupted from his body.

The infuriating energy turned into black and burned like a raging flame.

The black true spirit enveloped the nine chain dragon chains, which was torn apart by the terrible
burning.

About ten minutes later.

A terrible scene appeared.

“Kacha!”

“Kacha!”

……

Nine chain dragon chains are broken one by one! ! !

The implied mechanism is useless at all!

This is not a chain of dragon chains that is split, but nine at the same time, so the mechanism does not
take effect.

“Kacha!”

As the last chain dragon chain broke.

Levi Garrison broke free completely.

“Boom!”

He used True Qi to shake all the chains stuck in the flesh and bones!

“Suolong chain? That’s it?”

“No one opened it? That didn’t meet me!”

Levi Garrison then left here.

No one happened to watch.

After learning that Levi Garrison was not defeated by Common Killer God, Tiance Mansion
immediately sent a few people from Tianlong to inquire about Levi Garrison.

Who defeated him?

“Huh? It seems something is wrong!” A

few people felt something was wrong outside the prison.

Everyone immediately ran into the prison.

When they saw that the prison was empty, they were all frightened.

This, this…

what about

Levi Garrison?

Several people from Tianlong ran to the front and saw the nine broken chain dragon chains
completely stunned.

This…

“Levi Garrison actually opened the Dragon Chain? He ran away? My God!”

